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SHOSTAKOVICH SYMPHONY NO. 5
Introduction
This weekend marks the vernal equinox. The days are now as long as the nights, 
and the promise of the spring season is rich: warmer temperatures, trees 
budding, lawns sprouting fresh green, the pleasures of outdoor activities. What 
could be more appropriate than opening the program with Karl Goldmark’s 
In Springtime? The first half pairs this work with another discovery, this one 
a violin concerto by the more mainstream 19th-century composer Richard 
Strauss, performed here by NJSO Concertmaster Eric Wyrick with his 
characteristic elegance and style. Guest conductor Gerard Schwarz rounds out 
the program with what may be Shostakovich’s greatest orchestral composition, 
his Fifth Symphony.

GOLDMARK: In Springtime, Op. 36

Karl Goldmark’s name is probably unfamiliar 
to many in the audience; however, he was a 
major figure in late 19th-century Vienna, 
particularly in opera. Goldmark was one of 
20 children in a Hungarian Jewish family. 
Although the elder Goldmark was a cantor 
and notary, the family did not support Karl’s 
musical ambitions. He was essentially self-
taught and moved to Vienna at age 14 to join 
an older brother who had already settled in the 
Austrian capital. For most of his adult career, 

he was based in Vienna, though his works also enjoyed considerable success 
in Budapest. By the turn of the 20th century, Goldmark was the most famous 
Hungarian-born composer after Liszt.
His 1889 concert overture shows Goldmark as the heir to Schumann and 
Mendelssohn. A freely organized sonata form, the movement has the verve 
and energy of youth in its opening theme and pastoral lyricism in the second 
theme. Goldmark wrote the overture in A major, a verdant, fresh key well 
suited to strings. His violin writing favors the high register almost throughout, 
which subtly reinforces the springtime energy of this attractive movement. The 
harmonies may be conservative, but the rhythmic patterns are imaginative and 
varied, and the woodwind writing as colorful as the great outdoors in full bloom. 
In Springtime is a delightful discovery.
Instrumentation: three flutes, two oboes, two clarinets, two bassoons, four 
horns, two trumpets, three trombones, tuba, timpani and strings.

 * * * *
STRAUSS: Concerto in D Minor for Violin and Orchestra, Op. 8
Complementing the Goldmark on the first half is another rarity: Richard 
Strauss’ early Violin Concerto in D Minor. It is unusual to hear back-to-back 
19th-century orchestral compositions that are discoveries for most audience 
members.

KARL GOLDMARK
Born: May 18, 1830, in Keszthely, 
Hungary

Died: January 2, 1915, in Vienna

Composed: 1889

Premiered: December 1, 1889, in 
Vienna

NJSO premiere: These are the first 
NJSO performances.

Duration: 10 minutes
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It seems ironic that Strauss, the storyteller-
in-music par excellence, should have been 
captivated by the idea of the concerto in his 
youth. Strauss took violin lessons from the 
age of 8, and when he was 19, he began work 
on this violin concerto, clearly enjoying the 
opportunity to incorporate every new technical 
trick he was learning through his own study 
of the instrument. The result is a traditional 
concerto, classic in structure and romantic in 
spirit. 
It is a somewhat undisciplined work from the 
standpoint of formal control, yet one that is 

excellently written for the soloist, with a surprisingly mature balance between 
violinist and orchestra. Strauss’ themes are strong, from the muscular opening 
fanfare through the rapturous strains of the slow movement to the joyous romp 
of the finale. The orchestration is masterful, clearly heralding the gifts that were 
to flower even more brilliantly in his tone poems of the late 1880s and 1890s. 
Instrumentation: woodwinds in pairs, four horns, two trumpets, timpani, strings 
and solo violin.

 * * * *
SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony No. 5  
in D Minor, Op. 47
Following intermission, guest conductor 
Gerard Schwarz addresses what may be 
Dmitri Shostakovich’s greatest orchestral 
composition: his Symphony No. 5 in D Minor. 
Shostakovich was born into the Czarist 
empire, but he came of age and lived his entire 
career in the shadow of Communist Soviet 
rule. Indeed, the Fifth Symphony was the 
vessel through which he reinstated himself in 
Stalin’s favor after having been disgraced.
Shostakovich was the greatest symphonist the 
20th century produced. His contribution is 

important not only because he left 15 examples (more than any other symphonist 
of his stature), but also because they are musically so substantive. There are 
striking parallels to Beethoven in Shostakovich’s career, including the role that 
a Fifth Symphony played in each of their output. 
Shortly before his Fifth Symphony’s premiere in 1937, Shostakovich wrote: 
“The theme of my symphony is the development of the individual. I saw man 
with all his sufferings as the central idea of the work, which is lyrical in mood 
from start to finish; the finale resolves the tragedy and tension of the earlier 
movements on a joyous, optimistic note.”
Listeners who know Beethoven’s Fifth will immediately sense a kinship. 

RICHARD STRAUSS
Born: June 11, 1864, in Munich, 
Germany

Died: September 8, 1949, in 
Garmisch-Partenkirchen, Bavaria

Composed: 1880–82

Premiered: December 5, 1882, in 
Vienna.

NJSO premiere: These are the first 
NJSO performances.

Duration: 30 minutes

DMITRI SHOSTAKOVICH
Born: September 25, 1906, in  
St. Petersburg, Russia

Died: August 9, 1975, in Moscow

Composed: April 18 to July 20, 
1937

Premiered: November 21, 1937, 
in Leningrad; Evgeny Mravinsky 
conducted.

NJSO premiere: 1966–67 season; 
Kenneth Schermerhorn conducted.

Duration: 46 minutes
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Beethoven’s symphony deals with the struggle against Fate, in which man 
emerges triumphant in the finale. Another factor the works have in common is 
a concise musical motto that recurs in almost every movement. In Beethoven’s 
symphony it is the famous “fate knocking at the door” that opens the symphony; 
in Shostakovich’s, it is an anapest (short-short-long) rhythm.
Shostakovich composed his Fifth Symphony on the heels of a major musical and 
political setback: Joseph Stalin’s adverse reaction to Shostakovich’s opera Lady 
Macbeth of Mtsensk, and Stalin’s subsequent attack in the Soviet newspaper 
Pravda in January 1936. The following year, 1937, was the 20th anniversary 
of the October Revolution. Shostakovich composed his Fifth Symphony for that 
occasion. The new work put him back in official good graces. The symphony also 
did a considerable amount to build Shostakovich’s reputation outside the Soviet 
Union. And yet, in spite of its surface compliance with the party line, it is still a 
work of passion and heartfelt emotion.
Angular and severe, the opening gesture suggests the harshness of life in Soviet 
Russia. Triumph after struggle prevails in the mighty finale. While the two outer 
movements have become the Fifth Symphony’s best-known segments, the inner 
two better reflect Shostakovich’s emerging style. The scherzo shows the dry, 
sardonic side of Shostakovich’s personality to perfection; it relieves the Russian 
tension, introducing a whisper of warmth. And the slow movement, a showcase 
for the string section, embodies the tragedy and poetry inherent in the human 
condition. 
Instrumentation: piccolo, two flutes, two oboes, two clarinets, E-flat clarinet, 
two bassoons, contrabassoon, four horns, three trumpets, three trombones, 
tuba, timpani, snare drum, triangle, bells, cymbals, bass drum, tam-tam, 
xylophone, two harps, celeste, piano and strings.

Learn more about the works on the program at www.njsymphony.org/notesMar21-23.

Don’t miss the NJSO’s annual Spring 
into Music Gala, to be held this year in 
conjunction with the Wizard of Oz with 
Orchestra POPS program on Saturday, 
April 26, at NJPAC in Newark. The 

event honors former Governor Brendan and Ruthi Byrne, as we celebrate the 
governor’s 90th birthday. Please consider being a part of this special occasion. For 
more information, contact Alice Golembo, Senior Manager of Special Events, at 
973.735.1729 or agolembo@njsymphony.org.




